The Edwards Model DT5420 Dyna Trim is a hydraulic driven, mid mounted, low profile mower designed for trimming around trees, posts, sprinkler risers, or other obstacles. The mid mount position permits combining the Dyna Trim with any three point mounted or trailing mower of sufficient width to overlap the mowed area of the Dyna Trim. The 31 inch blade cuts 2 inches inside the outer protective tire. The Dyna Trim moves around obstacles either by contact or with hydraulic power as the operator chooses to meet conditions.

• Works with tractor hydraulic system 8 to 12 gpm flow capacity.
• Gauge wheel is adjustable to maintain proper mowing height.
• Hydraulic cylinder controls angle of cut from 15 degrees down to 15 degrees up for hillside terraces and raises the unit to transport position,
• Large shield protects operator.
• Manual control protects small trees and irrigation risers.
General description: A mid-mounted, retractable, hydraulic drive rotary mower.

* Minimum beyond tire.
** Maximum offset beyond tractor centerline.

Cutting height: Variable from 2 to 10 inches.
Cutting angle: 15° down to 15° up.
Hydraulics required: 8 GPM.
Shipping weight: 582 pounds.
Blade diameter: 31 inches.
Blade speed: 1800 RPM.